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Abstract 

 

Responsible Coffee requires Responsible Marketing – The 2013 
Marketing Plan for Big Bend Coffee Roasters 

 

by 

 

Joe Espy Williams, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Gary Wilcox 

 
Big Bend Coffee Roasters (BBCR) is a small business in Marfa, Texas offering 

high quality, Fair Trade and organic coffee. Primarily, the business operates as a 

wholesale roaster catering to small-to-medium size coffee shops across the country, but 

primarily in the Texas region. While the wholesale business is the core business model of 

BBCR, the company would like to pursue retail sales online. Currently, there is no 

marketing plan in place. This report is a one-year marketing plan incorporating the entire 

2013 strategy and implementation with the following goals: 1) raise brand awareness in 

Texas, and 2) increase retail sales of BBCR coffee and products. 
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Chapter 1: Report Overview 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

This report is the 2013 marketing plan for Big Bend Coffee Roasters (BBCR), a 

boutique coffee roaster located in far West Texas. BBCR specializes in roasting only the 

highest quality, Fair Trade and organic coffee. Primarily, the business operates as a 

wholesale roaster catering to small-to-medium size coffee shops and grocers across the 

country, but primarily in the Texas region. 

This relatively young business has enjoyed modest success in the wholesale Fair 

Trade coffee market, and would like to establish new revenue channels by implementing 

an organized marketing initiative. During the past four years, this boutique coffee roaster 

has established itself as regionally competitive with roasters located in metropolitan areas 

of Texas. They have been able to do so, in part, by identifying with the broader Marfa 

and Big Bend regional brands, and producing a high-quality product. 

BBCR is a blank marketing slate with tremendous potential. Regional audiences 

view the brand favorably, as do those outside of the area with interest in Marfa. The 

roaster sells only premium coffee, a high-quality product in a expanding niche market. 

The primary objectives of this marketing plan are to 1) increase website sales by 

50% in 2013 and 2) promote brand awareness regionally. With the implementation of a 

thoughtfully constructed marketing strategy, the anticipated outcome will be an increase 

in the number of new customers, and increased frequency of website sales among 

existing customers. 
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REPORT ORGANIZATION 

This report is divided into four broad chapters, with detailed sub-chapters. The 

first chapter, of which this is a part, provides a general overview of the report, its 

purpose, underlying objectives and organization. The second chapter consists of the 

research and planning, including website sales assessments, identification of regional 

competitors and industry leaders, an analysis of current issues in the Fair Trade market, a 

media inventory, and SWOT analysis. The third chapter details the implementation of the 

marketing strategy based upon the information found in chapter two. The forth, and final, 

chapter provides a specific timeline for implementing the various tactics detailed in the 

third chapter. 
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Chapter 2: Planning 

MARFA, TEXAS 

Located in one of the most geographically isolated areas of the state, Marfa 

resides close to Big Bend National Park. The nearest major airport is a three and a half 

hour drive away in El Paso, and is approximately one hour north of the US border with 

Mexico. The 2010 Census data reports a population of 1,981 persons in this Presidio 

County town. 

What is now an oasis of art and culture, Marfa was, and still is, similar to many 

other small towns in West Texas. Ranching was the staple industry, and for most of the 

1940’s the town was home to a military base supporting WWII efforts. 

It wasn’t until the 1970s when Donald Judd, a renowned artist credited as being 

the leader of the minimalist movement, moved to Marfa and quietly created a large series 

of permanent art installations. While Judd was already an internationally accredited artist 

during this time, his work in Marfa went largely unnoticed until after his death. Notoriety 

of his work there quickly attracted other artists and art lovers from across the globe. In 

this small town of less than 2,000, there is currently over 20 different art galleries and 

exhibits, and is a regularly frequented by celebrities, film productions and visitors from 

all over the world. A semi-permanent Andy Warhol exhibit can be found on the town’s 

main street, and the luxury brand Prada has constructed a tiny store outside of the town 
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that no one can enter. It is safe to say this small town is truly unique, and the name of the 

town itself – Marfa – carries considerable brand name recognition. 

MARKETING EFFORTS TO DATE 

BBCR currently has no organized marketing strategy or plan in place. The 

company occasionally places print advertisements in the local Marfa newspaper, The Big 

Bend Sentinel, and has donated money to the public radio station, KRTS, which is 

announced during their annual money drives. While these efforts have value in the 

community, they do not contribute to attracting new retail or wholesale customers. 

The company also maintains a Facebook Page, but it is poorly managed. The 

posts are written by the owner about somewhat trivial happenings of the day, and do not 

share any information about the products they offer. They are always written in 

incomplete sentences with regular misspellings and typographic errors. There are no 

photos or videos or the products they are selling, and there is no engagement with users 

who comment on the page. 

WEBSITE AND RETAIL SALES 

Since the company was founded in 2006, BBCR’s business model has focused 

entirely on wholesale revenue from coffee shops and grocery stores. While the current 

website does have e-commerce functionality to sale coffee as retail, these sales are not 

actively pursued.  
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The website is in desperate need of an update. It was developed as a stock e-

commerce template provided by Yahoo! Small Business in 2006, and is difficult to 

navigate. There have been no efforts by the company to drive or promote any website 

sales, however, they do generate a small amount of sales due largely to their favorable 

search engine rankings. The table below represents BBCR’s website sales since 2008.  

This data indicates a slight increase in monthly and yearly sales.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 1:  BBCR website sales 2008-2012 

Website sales spiked in 2011 due largely to a fundraising campaign the company 

pursued to raise money for those affected by the Jeff Davis County wildfires. This fire 

burned 315,000 acres of land, and earned the infamous distinction of being the largest fire 

in the history of Texas. The owner created a new blend calling it West Texas Wildfire, 

donating 100% of profits to the fund for a six-month period.  

                                                
2This represents sales data through October 31, with 2 months remaining. 

Year Avg Sales/Month Total Yr Sales 

2008 19.3 116 

2009 18.25 219 

2010 21.4 257 

2011 32.2 386 

2012 22.4 2242 
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While the upward trend is positive, the overall amount of website sales is small in 

comparison to the wholesale business. If the company is serious about making retail sales 

a larger part of the overall business, a focused marketing effort will be necessary. 

During the past year, the website sales have generated $13,930.35 with 610 

individual sales. Each website sale order can include a single bag or multiple bags. Bags 

of coffee come in three different sizes: one, three, and five pounds. The larger bags are 

typically purchased by coffee shops as wholesale, but there are retail website orders that 

request the larger bags. While the differences in bags sizes are important to note, this 

research is specifically interested in the more general data of which coffee blends 

generate the most revenue via the website. The table below represents all coffee sold on 

the website in the past year, noting the amount of revenue generated by each blend and 

the number of orders. 
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Table 2:  Previous year of website revenue by type of coffee   

Name of coffee Revenue # of orders 

Big Blend $2,988.47 129 

Davis Mountain 
Blend $2,556.47 110 

Mexico Chiapas $1,467.59 65 

Viva la Feminista $980.85 30 

West Texas 
Wildfire 

$934.95 707 

Decaffeinated 
Mexico Chiapas $859.71 33 

Sumatra Gayo 
Mountain $804.50 30 

Italian Espresso $580.99 19 
Pacific Northwest 

Espresso 
$561.67 16 

Double French 
Duo 

$503.45 24 

Guatemala Maya 
Ixil $435.65 19 

Papua New 
Guinea $388.50 12 

Conjunto $362.50 21 

Bolivia Carnival $178.45 12 

Decaffeinated 
Italian Espresso $130.92 6 

Colombia Cafè  $129.10 10 

Ethiopia 
Yirgacheffee $66.15 5 
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Of the seventeen different blends available, the ones that are regionally relevant 

or have a name that is associated with the region are the highest sellers. Big Blend, 

named after the Big Bend area, leads in total revenue. The second highest earner is Davis 

Mountain blend, named after the area surrounding nearby Fort Davis. Mexican Chiapas 

follows at third. West Texas Wildfire, BBCR’s fundraiser, dominates the number of 

individual orders at 707. The only blend in the top five that isn’t a regionally relevant 

blend is Viva la Feminista, named after the cooperative that produces the beans. This 

cooperative is unique as it only employs women, and could appeal to BBCR’s large 

female customer base. According to the Insights section of the BBCR Facebook Page, 

61% of those who ‘like’ BBCR are female, thus making this an important customer 

demographic. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is also largely responsible for many of 

BBCR’s website sales. When searching for ‘texas coffee fair trade’, ‘texas coffee 

organic’, and ‘texas coffee roaster’, the company’s website (bigbendcoffee.com) ranking 

anywhere between 1st through 6th on the first page. It is difficult to determine exactly why 

the SEO ranking is so high, but it is likely because BBCR was one of the first coffee 

roasters in Texas with a website that exclusively sells Fair Trade and organic coffee. This 

online history is important to search engines when determining what information is most 

relevant to the user during search. 
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COMPETITION 

Assessing BBCR’s competitors is somewhat unique, due in part to its location. 

Geographically, there are no other coffee roasters in the region, much less any that 

specialize in Fair Trade and organic coffee. This geographic dominance reaches across 

most of the western region of Texas, including the immediate Big Bend region, El Paso, 

Lubbock, Midland, Odessa, Amarillo and Abilene. The closest non-Fair Trade coffee 

roaster, El Paso Coffee Roasters, is approximately 190 miles away. The closest Fair 

Trade and organic roaster, San Antonio Coffee Roasters, is approximately 400 miles from 

Marfa. 

Competition quickly stiffens in the other metropolitan areas of the state. However, 

the number of Fair Trade and organic coffee roasters is still relatively small. The largest 

and most prominent Fair Trade and organic roaster is Texas Coffee Traders, which is 

located in Austin. Other Fair Trade roasters in Austin include Fair Bean Coffee, Third 

Coast Coffee, and Austin Roasting Company. In Houston, the Fair Trade roasters include 

Katz Coffee and Saint Basil Coffee. Dallas area roasters include Addison Coffee 

Roasters, White Rock Coffee, Noble Coyote Coffee Roasters, and Well Coffee. 

Nationally, there are a handful of well-established roasters who are credited with 

pioneering the Fair Trade coffee movement in the US. Located in Durham, North 

Carolina, Counter Culture is credited as one of the roasters who started actively pursuing 

the specialty coffee market, promoting high quality coffee produced with sustainable 

methods. While this roaster isn’t necessarily a direct competitor for BBCR, they are an 

industry leader setting the standard for producing coffee in the Fair Trade market.  
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Another prominent organization in the national Fair Trade coffee market is 

Dean’s Beans. Located in Orange, Massachusetts, this roaster has been a major player in 

the movement since the beginning. Again, while they may not be considered a direct 

competitor, they are the most successful organization when it comes to highlighting and 

featuring the growers.  

Lastly, the world’s largest single buyer and roaster of Fair Trade coffee is Green 

Mountain Coffee. This Vermont roaster, dubbed by some as the Starbucks of the Fair 

Trade movement, is a well-organized business that also receives a fair amount of 

criticism from other roasters in regard to their stance of the certification of Fair Trade 

coffee. 

CURRENT FAIR TRADE CONVERSATION 

Coffee is a major global commodity, boasting the distinction as the world’s 

second most valuable traded commodity, behind petroleum. In the US, coffee is the 

largest food import. From 2009-2010, global coffee exports totaled $15.4B, and the 

coffee sector employed over 26 million people in 52 countries. 

As a sustainability initiative, Fairtrade International serves as the international 

body overseeing the certification of Fair Trade products, including coffee. They help 

establish the Fairtrade certification standards that are adopted by individual countries’ 

Fair Trade organizations. In the US, the national Fair Trade certification body is Fair 

Trade USA. This organization is responsible for issuing certifications to businesses and 

organizations that produce and sell Fair Trade products.  
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Until recently, most national Fair Trade bodies mandated certification to only 

farmer-owned, democratically run cooperatives. Earlier this year, Fair Trade USA 

changed their certification requirements to also include coffee grown on plantations and 

independently owned farms. This decision generated public backlash by many US-based 

Fair Trade businesses, who have since abandoned the US certification. BBCR, like many 

other US coffee roasters, now use Fair Trade Canada to as their certifier. In doing so, 

they believe they are staying committed to the global Fair Trade movement. 

GROWER INFORMATION 

With over seventeen available single-source and blended coffees, BBCR sources 

its beans from Mexico, Latin and South America, and Africa. As previously mentioned, 

the roaster purchases the beans from brokers in San Francisco and Seattle, however, they 

did not have any information about the specific cooperative sources. While this research 

was no able to produce information on all cooperative BBCR sources, information was 

made available on two such cooperatives. 

In Mexico, the Campsinos Ecológicos de la Sierra Madre de Chiapas 

(CESMACH) cooperative includes 225 members in the southern highlands of the 

Chiapas region in Mexico. This cooperative, has organized a long list of initiatives 

designed to promote the well being of members, including access to education, technical 

assistance, and sustainability efforts aimed to protect the environment. In 2004, 

CESMACH bolstered their savings fund to fully finance the pre-harvesting process for all 
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members. Their collective production averages 21 containers per year, and 55% of the 

harvest is certified organic. 

Similar to CESMACH, the Central de Cafetalerso del Nor Oriente (CECANOR), 

is a Peru-based cooperative striving to improve the well-being of members. This 

Lambayeque-region organization is the result of a 1999 partnership between three former 

cooperatives, and currently registers 2,119 members. CECANOR pursues a variety of 

goals, including quality control, environmental sustainability, healthcare and micro-credit 

plans for women. They produce 92 containers annually, and 30% or their harvest is 

certified organic. Each container holds up to 37,500 pounds of raw coffee. 

MEDIA ASSET INVENTORY 

Currently, amount of professionally produced media assets is limited. During the course 

of this research, we worked with photographer Blake Gordon to produce a limited 

amount of general imagery. Below are examples of the produced photography, with 

preliminary brand identity artwork produced with Pancake designer Dev Gupta. 

  

Figure 1:  Branding artwork for potential business cards. 
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Figure 2:  Street view of BBCR 

 

Figure 3:  Front exhibit room 
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Figure 4:  Bags of freshly imported raw beans. 

 

 

Figure 5:  Freshly roasted Fair Trade coffee. 
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Figure 6:  New packaging incorporating updated brand identity. 
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SWOT ANALYSIS 

One of the most effective tools available to assess a business’ position in the 

market is the SWOT analysis. The name is an acronym representing the four sections 

comprising the report – Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. A 

thoughtfully produced SWOT will help BBCR address current areas of concern, and 

identify accessible areas for new growth and revenue. One of the roaster’s primary 

objectives is generating revenue from new customers, and this SWOT will help the 

roaster identify growth opportunities. 

Strengths 

Fair Trade coffee is a niche market, and customers will find a limited number of 

dedicated sources. Texas is no exception, as the number of dedicated roasters remains 

relatively low. Additionally, most of these Texas competitors are located in Houston, 

Dallas and Austin. BBCR has no regional competitors, and currently has existing 

relationships with coffee shops and grocers in Marfa, Fort Davis, Alpine, El Paso, 

Midland, Amarillo, Lubbock, Arlington, Coppell, Galverston, Brooklyn, Denver, 

Boulder, Houston and Manhattan, KS. Regionally, BBCR enjoys minimal competition, 

and will likely maintain the distinction. 

BBCR’s success is also due in part to its location in Marfa. This unique small-

town carries a favorable brand identity both locally and beyond. For visitors, Marfa 

represents romantic small-town individualism, and they spend a considerable amount of 

money and time to visit.  

Locally, the global profile Marfa holds is a point of pride by many in the 

community, and across the region. Those who live in and around Marfa know the owner 

personally, and his family has ranched in the area for several generations. In a way, some 
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might view the transition of a local rancher/cattleman to Fair Trade coffee roaster as 

symbolic of the broader changes in the area. What were once primarily communities that 

supported the ranching industry are now largely reliant on tourism. The area is a 

destination for those visiting not just Marfa, but also Big Bend National Park and the Fort 

Davis area. 

Being a small boutique roaster means that maintaining high quality standards in 

the roasting process is a very manageable goal. BBCR’s identity is not completely tied to 

Marfa or even Fair Trade and organic coffee. At its most basic element, this is great 

coffee. Great care is taken to ensure the roasting process is done correctly. Roasting is 

done in smaller batches, giving the roaster greater control over the process. Yes, a Marfa 

mailing address will help BBCR make that first sale, but high quality coffee is going to 

turn that customer into a repeat buyer. This quality is already present in the roasting 

process, and being small means it is easily maintainable. 

Lastly, the building BBCR currently leases includes a room facing the street 

updated to serve as an art exhibit space. They have allowed a handful of artists to briefly 

display their work there, and it is probably one of the most public visible exhibit spaces 

in Marfa. This unique room enables BBCR to contribute to and participate in the Marfa 

art scene. 

Weaknesses 

Being a boutique roaster does have unique challenges. It is unable to purchase raw 

coffee beans in a bulk order amount large enough to negotiate lower rates. This means 

that BBCR is limited in their pricing scheme, and cannot compete with larger Fair Trade 

roasters on the basis of price. As a smaller roaster, equipment failures are a much greater 

risk than those with multiple roasting machines. Currently, BBCR operates two roasters, 

so it does have a backup in case problems come up. However, there are no roaster repair 
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personnel in the area, and the closest representative is located in Oklahoma. In short, any 

problems with supply or equipment can immediately impact the business. 

BBCR’s West Texas location also has its drawbacks, and adds to the overall cost 

of the purchaser. The roaster relies entirely on shipping by UPS to customers outside of 

the immediate area. This means higher costs due to shipping, and the potential for delays 

in delivery are always a possibility. Coffee shops across the state that serve BBCR coffee 

rely on quick and reliable delivery, which is out of BBCR’s control once the pickup at the 

roaster has been made. UPS is by far the most reliable business partner for this purpose, 

but delays are bound to occur. 

Opportunities 

The most immediately accessible opportunities would be included in a market-

penetration strategy. Here, focus is given to find opportunities for existing products in 

existing markets. As discussed previously, retail sales via the website continue to 

generate revenue, but is small relative to the wholesale business. BBCR does not 

currently employ any digital strategy or efforts to generate online sales. This is a major 

opportunity for the roaster, as the margin for retail sales is substantially higher. 

From a market-development perspective, BBCR has several viable opportunities 

in the Texas region alone. This strategy aims to take existing products to new markets, 

and there are several metropolitan areas in which BBCR has no wholesale relationships. 

Specifically, Austin, San Antonio and Dallas are major markets with a high volume of 

coffee shops and boutique grocers. Building new wholesale relationships in just one of 

these three markets could significantly increase BBCR’s brand awareness and revenues. 

Also in the market-development realm, specialty Fair Trade retailers are a 

growing segment. One of the largest Fair Trade retail chains in the US is Ten Thousand 

Villages, with locations in: New York, Virginia, Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, 
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Georgia, Texas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 

Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, South Carolina, New Jersey, Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas, 

Indiana, Minnesota, Tennessee, Connecticut, California, Maine, New Hampshire, Utah, 

New Mexico, Utah, Washington, South Dakota, Florida and Delaware. In Texas, the store 

is located in Austin. 

Threats 

While BBCR has no direct competitors in the region, there are several Fair Trade 

roasters in each of the larger metropolitan areas of interest. For example, Houston is one 

city in which BBCR has an established presence, and they need to stay vigilant to ensure 

they do no lose that business to any of the Houston-area roasters.  

In the immediate region, the largest threat to BBCR is lower-priced coffee. The 

roaster cannot compete with non-Fair Trade and non-organic coffee on price. For 

consumers who are price sensitive, they can easily pay less for coffee at any regular 

grocery outlet. 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Similar to producing any complex idea or plan – like a house – a successful and 

efficient marketing plan needs a directional foundation to guide the granular specifics 

later on. A clear and efficient mission statement can provide this conceptual foundation. 

Since BBCR has no governing mission statement in effect, one has been drafted to best 

reflect the collected research and provide direction for goals and objectives moving 

forward. 

 
Big Bend Coffee Roaster’s produces the highest quality Fair Trade and Organic 

coffee in Texas. Our coffee is produced responsibly and promotes the fair 
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economic treatment of growers. The integrity of our coffee is a direct product of 

the growers, and it is our responsibility to ensure this integrity reaches each cup 

of coffee. Uniquely situated in the cultural oasis of Marfa, we value authenticity, 

quality, and creativity in our products and community. 
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Chapter 3: Social and Digital Strategy 

As a small, boutique business, BBCR has a limited budget to spend on marketing 

activities. One of the most pressing items on the 2013 marketing plan will be the 

development of a new website, which will consume most of the annual budget. This 

means the company needs an efficient marketing effort heavily reliant on social media for 

economic purposes. 

 In the SWOT analysis, one of the most attractive market-penetration strategies 

identified was pursuing online retail sales. With no active efforts in place, BBCR 

generated over $13,000 in the past year alone. In combination with the development of a 

newly optimized website (which will be discussed later), SEM and social media efforts 

could help attract new customers and increase retail revenues.  

 The primary goal of this 2013 marketing plan is to increase retail website sales by 

50%. This will be the metric by which we determine the overall success of these 

collective efforts. 

 The BBCR social strategy will be divided into three distinct categories: original 

content, industry updates and social paid advertising. Of the three, original content will 

be the most challenging and time intensive.  

ORIGINAL CONTENT 

 A specific audience BBCR wants to target is people who actively seek out 

information on Fair Trade goods. Since coffee is the most traded Fair Trade commodity, 

the quality of the content we generate is extremely significant. This is an educated 

audience with access to information, and is knowledgeable about the Fair Trade 
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philosophy. BBCR will create an elevated discussion of global and domestic policy 

issues, told through the lens of Fair Trade coffee. This civic “coffee talk” will be 

designed to be about information and issues people discuss over a great cup of coffee. 

High quality coffee meets high quality conversational material. We want our audience to 

have a better understanding of global trade and labor issues, and other intricacies 

impacting business. We want to help define how business can be done responsibly, 

treating both businesses and workers fairly. This series will be authored by an economic 

and trade policy analyst familiar with BBCR, and has agreed to contribute to project. To 

add some visual engagement, the roaster can periodically enlist a designer to create 

infographic posters that help visually communicate key concepts covered in the written 

articles. After four to five posters have been completed, BBCR can host an art exhibit in 

the front room of the roaster featuring the BBCR branded posters, and invite community 

members to come drink coffee and discuss the issues. 

 The front exhibit room also has great potential to become an attractive, visual 

source of original content. As previously mentioned, the room has intermittently hosted 

temporary shows for local artists. Starting in 2013, BBCR will schedule a rotating bi-

monthly schedule for artists. Once the artwork is in the space, pictures will be taken of 

each piece and the images shared on Facebook. An accompanying article will be written 

about that artist, and the work discussed. If possible, a video interview can be produced 

with the artist discussing each piece. Highlighting the work will raise the artist’s visibility 

and help sell the work, generating revenue for both the artist and BBCR. This effort will 

also help solidify BBCR’s status as a member of the Marfa art community, and further 

integrate the larger Marfa identity into the BBCR brand. 
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FACEBOOK PROMOTED POSTS 

Generating this original content is valuable, but we also want to maximize our 

social reach on Facebook. To do so, we will utilize Facebook’s Promoted Posts. 

Promoted Posts is a feature allowing administrators to promote particular posts as paid 

advertisements. To demonstrate the effectiveness of Promoted Posts, two test campaigns 

were conducted for BBCR during the month of October. The goal of the Promoted Post 

test campaigns was twofold. We waned to gauge the response to Promoted Posts, while 

also increasing the number of ‘likes’ to the BBCR page. Before the test campaigns 

commenced, the total like count was 291. Over two three-day periods, this test campaign 

generated 147 new likes, raising the total like count to 438. Multiple creative 

implementations were used, utilizing different images and different copy.  

The initial test campaign was promoted from October 6 – 9. The first creative 

draft featured a bag of coffee with emotionally driven copy – Good coffee + friends and 

family = clean livin’. Below is an image of the ad, and the results. 

 

Figure 7:  Test campaign ad #1 

 

Figure 8: Test campaign ad #1 metrics. 
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The next creative implementation featured an image of roasted coffee beans, with 

copy that indicated the roaster only features Fair Trade and organic coffee.  

 

Figure 9:  Test campaign ad #2. 

Figure 10: Test campaign ad #2 metrics. 

The initial test campaign cast a wide net, targeting multiple larger metropolitan 

cities in Texas at once, including: Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Arlington, San Antonio, 

Houston, and El Paso.  

To further investigate potential differences in response rates between the cities, a 

follow-up test campaign was conducted from October 23 – 26. This follow-up campaign 

consisted of three ads targeted at three specific cities: Austin, Houston and San Antonio. 

The campaign lasted three days, with a $10 maximum daily budget. 

The campaign message highlighted BBCR’s October fundraising effort, which 

donated 10% of West Texas Wildfire sales to the Marfa Food Bank. The food bank is a 

local organization providing hot meals to the area’s low-income families with children. 
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The same creative implementation was used across all three ads for the different cities, as 

shown below. 

 

Figure 11:  Test campaign ad #3. 

 

Figure 12:  Test campaign ad #3 metrics for Austin. 

 

Figure 13:  Test campaign ad #3 metrics for Houston 

 

Figure 14:  Test campaign ad #3 metrics for San Antonio 

As displayed in these results, the Houston and San Antonio ads generated higher 

CTR, clicks, and actions, which could be interpreted as higher engagement by some 

standards. The Austin campaign provided greater overall reach and a higher frequency, 

probably driven in part by the lower engagement numbers.  
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The discrepancy between the Austin statistics and the other cities could be for a 

variety of numbers. Austin is a smaller demographic, but seems to host more competitors 

relative to the larger cities. If those competitors are all campaigning and competing in the 

same space, then it could drive down the engagement.  

The primary lesson learned here is $1 spent in Houston or San Antonio goes 

farther than the same amount spent in Austin. Additional test campaigns can be run to 

reinforce the theory, but the difference between the cities will affect how BBCR allocates 

their limited budget moving forward. 

FACEBOOK OFFERS 

Raising the BBCR Facebook like count above 400 was a crucial benchmark, as it 

qualifies the roaster to utilize another new feature – Facebook Offers. This program has 

already yielded notable success, with recent research revealing that 75% of claimed 

offers come from users outside of the direct Page’s network. This means that most of the 

people making these purchases are not currently following the company, which means 

this genuinely is a socially-driven offer. 

For BBCR, Offers will be a powerful dual-strategy tool to help advertise special 

offerings – like monthly fundraising campaigns – and raise their profile on Facebook by 

attracting new customers. Starting January, BBCR will feature their fundraising 

campaign as a Facebook Offer, and will rotate the Offers on a bi-monthly basis to 

coincide with the change in monthly fundraising efforts.  

RETARGETING 

The current BBCR website is hosted and maintained by Yahoo! Small Business, 

which provides a very limited number of analytic tools to track basic website 
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measurements. One measurement not made available is general website hits, however, 

total and individual page views are provided. This information is important because it 

indicates how much traffic the website receives.  

Over the past year, the current BBCR website averages 2064 page views per 

month. This is an impressive number, as no efforts are in place to help drive traffic. This 

is purely an organic result of SEO. Since the website receives a respectable amount of 

regular traffic, implementing a retargeting campaign could prove very effective in 

generating website revenue. Retargeting is simply targeting ads, in this case Facebook 

ads, at web users who have previously visited your website. These are hyper-relevant 

users, as they already are aware of the BBCR brand, and had enough interest to visit the 

company’s website of their accord. BBCR ad placement on Facebook targeting these 

users is an extremely effective way to promote a sale, or broaden the BBCR Facebook 

audience. 

A retargeting tool specifically designed for small businesses is Perfect Audience. 

Similar to analytic platforms, tags are applied the website pages to be tracked. The ads 

are created and delivered to Facebook from the Perfect Audience dashboard. Bids for the 

ads are optimized to CPM, and analytic tools are provided to track the progress of the 

campaign. 

Perfect Audience also enables the business to apply an actual sales metric, a 

feature many businesses have been wanting for some time. This metric, conversions, 

allows the business to track the user from the point-of-impression, back to the site and 

through a sale. If the sale is made, a conversion has been completed. Though this is a 

newer application, it is the best opportunity for anyone advertising on Facebook to gauge 

retail success. 
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Re-targeting will be implemented upon completion of the new website in the 

spring of 2013. 

ALTERNATIVE SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS 

The next logical question in building the BBCR marketing foundation is what 

other services should be used. Twitter is probably the most logical next step, but many 

businesses fall victim to social channel overload. Generating a sufficient amount of 

relevant content is a time-intensive process, and BBCR – or any company for that matter 

– does not want to fall prey to having an unflattering Twitter feed representing the 

company.  

Instagram is another potential channel to utilize. It is widely used by companies, 

but there are some barriers BBCR would need to overcome to make it an impact channel. 

Firstly, as a visual and photographic channel, subject variety is necessary. That variety 

would be hard to come by entirely in the context of the roaster. However, if the owner or 

other responsible personnel were properly trained, imagery of events and happening in 

and around Marfa could generate web traffic related to Marfa.  

We have elected to forgo pursuing other social media channels in 2013, and focus 

our efforts on establishing a cohesive and effective Facebook strategy. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS  

As a company with a limited marketing budget, a traditional public relations 

strategy will be integral as part of the broader integrated marketing effort with social 

media. 

Within the past year, BBCR has initiated preliminary public relations efforts. The 

first campaign was organized to benefit the Jeff Davis County Relief Fund. The funds 

raised benefitted those impacted by the largest fire in the history of Texas, devastating 
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over 315,000 acres. BBCR introduced the West Texas Wildfire blend, and donated 100% 

of profits to the fund for six months. Since this initial fund raising campaign, the roaster 

has raised money benefitting the Marfa Food Bank and the Jeff Davis County After 

School Program. 

In 2013, BBCR will implement six fund raising campaigns, each implemented 

every other month throughout the year. Ownership has agreed to donate 10% of profits to 

each beneficiary, with current recipients including: Marfa Food Bank, Jeff Davis County 

After School Program, and Alpine Community Center. 

These campaigns will be publicized through local outlets – the Big Bend Sentinel 

newspaper and KRTS, the public radio station. Additionally, BBCR will utilize Facebook 

Promoted Posts and Offers to help promote campaign awareness. To minimize audience 

burnout, the campaigns will run every other month. 

PAID SEARCH - ADWORDS 

While we have already discussed the SEM strategy for Facebook, BBCR can also 

pursue retail sales via Google AdWords. Boasting the broadest and most established 

platform in the paid search market, AdWords is an extremely powerful tool to reach a 

targeted online audience, drive traffic to the website, and generate a new stream of 

revenue. Similar to Facebook ads, BBCR can set a maximum daily budget, target users 

based on their location, interests, and various relevant keyword search terms. 

The goal of the BBCR AdWords campaign will be to reach active users who are 

searching for information about Fair Trade and organic coffee online. These are 

interested users who are either learning about Fair Trade coffee, or are already 

knowledgeable and are looking for coffee to buy online. These ads will drive traffic to the 

new BBCR website. 
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WEBSITE 

The current BBCR website is in dire need of a complete overhaul. The design is 

inadequate and outdated, and the user experience is poor. There is no imagery or video, 

the rich content required for a retail website. The backend is running on Yahoo! Small 

Business, which provides limited functionality and analytics. The new website will be 

designed to make retail sales the underlying goal of the entire experience. Professional-

quality photography and video will be produced and utilized throughout.  

The website architecture will give greater access to the products. From any page, 

the user will be one click away from a featured product detail page. The website will be 

responsively designed, ensuring a consistent user experience across all devices – desktop 

and mobile. 

The parent navigation will consist of the following pages: Home, Store, About, 

Fair Trade, and Contact. Along with the parent navigation, the header will host the 

appropriate social radio buttons enabling users to share, and a button for the Client Login 

portal. 

The homepage will feature a rotating slideshow featuring four categories: featured 

coffee, the BBCR commitment to Fair Trade, the current fundraising campaign, and the 

current front room art exhibit. Below the slideshow will be three modules: featured 

coffee, BBCR’s commitment to carbon neutrality, and and original content. 

The Store parent page will host all e-commerce activities. The user will easily be 

able to browse all available coffee blends. Each blend will have a detailed description of 

the blend, a professional tasting review, and information about the grower’s responsible 

for that specific blend. Additional merchandise will also be added here, including t-shirts, 

hats, and coffee mugs. The new Drupal-based e-commerce platform will allow multiple 
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payment avenues, including: PayPal, Google Checkout, and standard credit card 

processing. 

The About page will have the following sub-navigation: Company, Carbon 

Neutrality, and Exhibit. The Company page will showcase the BBCR history, role in the 

Marfa community and current staff. The Carbon Neutrality page will discuss the topic of 

carbon neutrality, and BBCR’s efforts and commitment to minimizing their carbon 

footprint. The Exhibit page will host information about the front room exhibit space, and 

feature the current artwork. This page will also catalog all previous exhibits, allowing the 

user to go though and browse the wide variety of work BBCR will eventually showcase. 

The Fair Trade parent page will communicate the value of Fair Trade, discuss 

current issues and developments in the market, provide information about the 

certification process and provide a full list of the BBCR grower cooperatives. This page 

will also allow BBCR to communicate the reasons behind forgoing the Fair Trade USA 

certification and going with the Fair Trade Canada process. 

The Contact page will provide the roasters hours, contact information, and a 

standard contact form. It will also provide a module with information for potential 

retailers interested in purchasing wholesale coffee. 

The Client Portal is also an integral part of the website’s function, as it allows 

current wholesale customers to access their own account, place orders, access past 

purchasing history, and setup their preferred payment schedule. Typically, these 

customers do not pay in full at purchase, and are on 15 or 30-day deferred payment 

schedules. This system will minimize staff hours currently dedicated to taking orders 

over the phone, or manually entering wholesale order information received via email. 

Beside the analytic suite associated with the e-commerce platform, BBCR will 

also utilize Google Analytics to help track website traffic and user information. The 
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roaster will be able to access and manage their AdWords campaigns though the Analytic 

platform. 

The website will be designed by Pancake, a Dallas-based interactive design studio 

run by Dev Gupta. Pancake’s modern and minimalist design is an appropriate fit for 

desired BBCR brand upgrade, as the roaster wants to project a progressive and artful 

identity. Approximate design cost for the website will be $2,000 - $3,000. Development 

for the website will be done by William Sierra-Lenhart, a professional freelance 

developer capable of both front and back-end development. William’s knowledge of 

Drupal – a robust content management system - will help minimize development cost, 

and shorten the production timeline. An estimate for development of the new BBCR 

website has been given at $3,000 - $4,000. Blake Gordon, a talented artist whose work 

has been featured in National Geographic, Wall Street Journal, The Nature Conservancy, 

and NPR, will produce the photography. An estimate has not been agreed upon yet, as the 

full project scope has yet to be determined. 

REVIEW SERVICES 

During the research phase, BBCR had no established presence in primary review 

services, such as Yelp and Google Reviews. These profiles improve SEO, and help drive 

foot traffic into the store in Marfa. With help from the BBCR owner, we were able to 

setup these review profiles and generate an early round of positive reviews within the 

first week they were made public. 

VIDEO PRODUCTION 

When trying to communicate the value of Fair Trade coffee, producing rich 

content that documents the impact on the growers is optimal. Interviewing and sharing 

the growers experience is the best way to connect a potential buyer to the actual value of 
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their purchase. Obviously, this is a cost-prohibitive venture, as BBCR sources their 

coffee from a wide variety of grower cooperatives in Latin and South American, as well 

as in Africa. 

With this in mind, our goal is to travel to Honduras in 2013 to document one 

grower with whom BBCR has direct contact. This grower has already traveled to the 

BBCR location in Marfa, and could potentially sell his coffee to BBCR exclusively. 

Since this would be the only relationship BBCR has of this kind, the human-interest 

value is high. The BBCR owner would travel to Honduras with a videographer, document 

the trip, and conduct several interviews with the grower. 

Upon returning, the documented content will be edited and released in a mini-

series over the course of several months. This series will highlight the importance of Fair 

Trade to the growers, and promote the BBCR brand identity in the process. 
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Chapter 4: 2013 Marketing Timeline 

With the tactical strategy presented in Chapter 3, the following timeline is 

provided to best optimize BBCR’s marketing efforts. The timeline structure provides 

some flexibility, as staff hours and resources are limited. For this reason, the timeline 

does not include specific dates for the listed items, but does detail specific tasks that 

should be accomplished each month. A Basecamp account will be created and updated 

monthly with the tasks and deadlines to be determined by management. 

 

January  

• Commence website re-design and content development. 

• Coffee Talk original content generation with monthly goal of two to three 

posts. To be continued every month. 

• Feature and document first artist in front room exhibit, utilizing Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

February 

• Website re-design complete. Commence website development. 

• Initiate first fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers 

March 

• Website development complete. Begin beta testing. 

• Begin video production planning and identify pre-production goals. 

• Feature and document second artist in front room exhibit, utilizing 

Facebook Promoted Posts. 
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April 

• Launch new BBCR website. Promote new website utilizing Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

• Switch email and business services from Yahoo! Small Business to 

Google Business. 

• Commence first Google Adwords campaign to promote the fundraising 

coffee of the month. 

• Initiate second fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers. 

• Finalize Guatemala travel itinerary and video pre-production logistics. 

May 

• Travel to Guatemala to interview and document featured grower. 

• Feature and document third artist in front room exhibit, utilizing Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

• Commence retargeting campaign utilizing Perfect Audience. 

June 

• Log and edit Guatemala grower video footage, with the final product goal 

to produce and release a three-part series during the following months. 

• Commence second Google Adwords campaign to promote the fundraising 

coffee of the month. 

• Initiate third fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers. 

July 

• Release first Guatemala grower episode. 

• Feature and document fourth artist in front room exhibit, utilizing 

Facebook Promoted Posts. 

• Assess retargeting campaign results, and adjust as necessary. 
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August 

• Release second Guatemala grower episode. 

• Initiate fourth fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers. 

September 

• Release third Guatemala grower episode. 

• Feature and document fifth artist in front room exhibit, utilizing Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

• Document Marfa Lights Festival activities, and share via website and 

Facebook. 

October 

• Document Chianti weekend activities, and share via website and 

Facebook. 

• Utilize front room exhibit space to participate in Chinati Weekend 

activities with coffee tastings and exhibit showcase. Promote via Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

• Commence second Google AdWords campaign highlighting fundraising 

coffee. 

• Initiate fifth fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers. 

November 

• Feature and document sixth artist in front room exhibit, utilizing Facebook 

Promoted Posts. 

• Assess AdWords campaign results, and adjust as necessary. 

December 

• Launch Holiday campaign promotions via Facebook Offers and Google 

AdWords. 
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• Initiate sixth fundraising campaign utilizing Facebook Offers. 

 

EVALUATION 

While there are multiple measurement metrics BBCR will have to assess the 

success of specific tactics, the overall success of this campaign will be measured in retail 

website sales. As stated in this report, the primary goals of this campaign are 1) increase 

website sales by 50%, and 2) promote brand awareness regionally.  

While sales will be there primary measurement, we will also be able to utilize 

several digital metrics. For Facebook, BBCR will track total page likes, and user actions, 

such as comments and shares. During the Facebook Offers campaign, BBCR will be able 

to assess how many people saw the offer, and compare that to the number of users who 

claimed the offer. Promoted Posts will be measured on the number of Page likes 

generated, and depending upon the specific post, conversions generated. 

Conversions will be the second most important metric behind total website sales. 

One issue with the overall website sales metric is that we cannot pinpoint the source of 

the sale. What compelled the buyer to take action? Conversions provide the ability to 

track a sale generated by our marketing efforts. In our retargeting campaign with Perfect 

Audience, conversions will be the measurement of success. Similarly, any Facebook 

Offer claimed will be considered a conversion. AdWords provides a similar metric, 

allowing BBCR to infer a click on an ad and a purchase as a conversion. 
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In regard to the grower video documentary, BBCR will track total number of 

views on Facebook and YouTube, as well as likes, comments and shares. We will be able 

to compare sales before and after the release of the videos, and see if the roaster 

experienced any sales spikes after the release. While we will not be able to designate 

these as conversions, we can imply the source of the increase if it is significant enough as 

compared with previous months. It is important to note that traditional Facebook 

engagement metrics may not be representative of actual sales. However, these 

engagements do represent a dramatic increase in message reach. 

FUTURE PLANS 

At the end of the year, BBCR will conduct an analysis of each specific campaign 

tactic, and assess which ones efficiently generated new sales. Did the grower videos 

generate new sales, and did BBCR receive positive publicity? We will able to answer this 

question later, but this author advocates for continued generation of original content 

related to the growers. In the Fair Trade market, this content cannot be duplicated and it 

proves BBCR to be committed to the philosophy. 

To further incorporate the experiences of the growers, BBCR could attempt to 

locate grower who also produce a form of artwork, and feature their work in the front 

exhibit room. This exhibit space is an under-utilized asset, and the roaster should 

continue to utilize it creatively and maximize its potential as a legitimized art space in 

Marfa. 
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RISKS 

As with any marketing effort, all the preparation in the world does not ensure a 

successful campaign. External and internal factors can impact the success of the 

campaign. One risk we run is giving too much weight to the purchasing respect 

consumers have for Fair Trade goods. For some consumers, a message loaded in Fair 

Trade context may not interest them, and may even drive them away. Some might see the 

Fair Trade message as having a preachy tone, and looking down on those who do not 

agree. 

The coffee talk content also comes with risk. The quality of the content could be 

too high for Facebook users, who are often on Facebook to look at pictures of friends and 

catch up with family. If the content is too serious for users, its relevance could be lost and 

glossed over. It will take some trial and error to assess the right balance of length and 

depth. If the article is too long, even the interested user can grow bored and move on. 

However, we do want to include enough substance to ensure the content’s quality. 

Releasing the grower videos as a three-part series could also prove risky. Without 

ample content to pull from, the series release may produce a watered down finished 

product that should have been released as just one complete video. This is an issue that 

can be addressed and resolved in post-production. 

In this campaign, Facebook Offers run every other month promoting the fund 

raising event. This could produce an audience burnout, as users would grow used to 

seeing the offers more often than they would like. This could diminish the impact of the 

Offers, and overall fund raising effectiveness. If the campaign starts showing signs of 
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Offer burnout, BBCR can readjust the frequency from every other month to once a 

quarter. 
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